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NOTES FOR MULTIPLIERS

In the course of this workshop, the phenomenon of “digital democracy” will be examined in more detail.
First, the concept of digital democracy and its sub-areas will be explained. Then, the phenomena of
digital opinion formation vs. opinion manipulation will be distinguished from each other and examined in
more detail. In a final step, the role of each individual and his or her opportunities to participate in
(digital) democracy will be discussed.
The core statements of the workshop are therefore:
1. Digital democracy is a part of democracy – when we talk about digital democracy, we always also talk
about the “Charter of fundamental rights of the Europe Union” and the rights and duties as citizens in
Europe.
2. There are a lot of misunderstandings, for example about freedom of expression and where and how it
applies.
3. Whereas in the past it was clear who was an elected politician and who belonged to the public media
and was responsible for reporting on topics, today politicians are also active on the internet with their
private opinions and anyone can be a journalist.
4. The internet offers us many new opportunities to be active and fight for our democratic values. Some
are comparable to the analog world – only online. Others never existed in the analog world or are
(almost) never used.
5. We can all do something to strengthen democracy – online and in the analog world.
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2 MIN

INTRODUCTION

VOICETEXT

“Welcome to our workshop on ‘Digital Democracy’. In the next 90 minutes we
will deal with the following questions: What is democracy? And how does
digitization affect democracy? What can each of us do to strengthen
democracy?”

NOTES

Only introductory slide, if necessary add your own notes or a special reason for
the course.
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5 MIN

WHAT IS GOING ON?

NOTES

Read the headlines from the video and start a discussion including the question
below.

PROCEDURE

Key information as background information:
Increasing populism in Europe despite a good economic situation
Isolation and right-wing extremism in Europe, a loss of understanding about
the meaning and importance of democracy
In 2018, the average annual unemployment rate in the EU was 7 percent (in
2017, it was 7.6 percent).
Democracy is not a “normal” phenomenon, only 4% of the world’s population
have unrestricted freedom to express their opinions.
Two million people live in states where criticism is violently suppressed.
Question for the participants: “How do fake news and hate speech affect our
democracy?”
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5 MIN

WHAT IS (DIGITAL) DEMOCRACY?

NOTES

The participants watch the video on “digital democracy”.

VOICETEXT

“First, let us look at a brief summary about democracy.”
Digital democracy is an important part of democracy.
It reinterprets aspects of democracy, for example by making government
actions more transparent. On the internet you can find a lot of information
about socially relevant topics and politics from party programs to transcripts.
Another aspect is the electronic extension of relations between citizens and
the state. This includes the digitization of administrative processes such as ID
card matters, taxes, social benefits, etc.
And let’s not forget: the participation of citizens themselves. This means that
citizens can influence political decisions on their own or together with others.
And the digital world does a lot to support this: E-petitions, digital
consultations, etc…

Today we will learn that: Social media plays an important role – a role that was
officially assigned to the press: helping people form an opinion. Citizens and
officials can express their opinions at any time of the day or night, take a stand
on social discourse, get involved, participate proactively in the discourse or
initiate it and mobilize others.
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5 MIN

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

VOICETEXT

“The Charter of fundamental rights of the Europe Union consists of many articles
that regulate the rights and duties of citizens in Europe. Today, we will be
looking at the articles that play an important role in connection with digital
democracy. Freedom of expression is an important pillar of democracy.
Freedom of expression is the fundamental right to express one’s opinion freely
and that means: people cannot be punished for expressing their opinion within
the framework of legal stipulations. This does not mean, however, that we have
the right to have our opinions published everywhere without any kind of
criticism. Freedom of expression is a fundamental right, especially with regard to
the power of the state: No state restrictions may be imposed on us. There may
be other rules and sanctions in companies, for example when private things are
posted on the intranet. Facebook groups can also define their own rules. If, for
example, a group was founded for people looking for apartments and this has
been made clear in the group rules, then messages about wedding celebrations
may be deleted without this being legally enforceable or restricting freedom of
expression. And: As a rule, the freedom of one person ends where it violates the
freedom of another.”
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5 MIN

FREEDOM OF THE MEDIA

PROCEDURE

“The freedom and pluralism of the media is also described in the Charter of the
fundamental rights of the European Union.
The press also plays an important role in democracy. Together with freedom of
information, it is an essential prerequisite for the formation of political opinions
as an important part of a democracy. Freedom of information refers to the right
to obtain information from generally accessible sources without state
restrictions. Freedom of the press refers to the right to disseminate one’s
opinion in words, writing and pictures. But of course the folloing applies here
too: Freedom ends where the freedom of others is restricted. The press has an
important role as the fourth power or ‘watchdog’ of democracy. Its task is to
support the formation of political opinion through information, criticism and
control. However, we are primarily talking about the public press.”

TASK

“How do you perceive freedom of the press in Europe? Where do you see the
press helping to form political opinion successfully and where is it not so
successful?”

POSSIBLE SOLUTION “Journalists are allowed to report on anything that does not restrict the rights of
others.” “Freedom of the press is limited in many countries. That means: Articles
from journalists are censored. They are not allowed to draw attention to
problems in society.
The yellow press concentrates on entertainment, and most often not on serious
journalism.”
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5 MIN

A LEGAL VACUUM – YES OR NO?

VOICETEXT

“We just learned: Digital democracy is an important part of democracy. The
internet in particular offers many new opportunities to become democratically
active. There are many misunderstandings about freedom of expression. Do the
laws on this also apply to the internet? The legal situation can only be partially
transferred to the digital world. In 2019, the “Grundgesetz” (Basis Constitutional
Law) will be 70 years old. Many laws were written in times when the digital world
was very far away and radio and print media were used to form opinions.
Nevertheless, the internet is not a legal vacuum. Some laws are transferred to
the internet (e.g., incitement of the people), others are created new (e.g.,
network enforcement law), or may still be in discussion (e.g., use of bots and
prohibition of hate messages with bots).”

NOTES

This page serves as an intermediate summary. It summarizes the core
statements of the module “Digital Democracy”, which have been discussed up
till now.
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FORMING AN OPINION VS.
MANIPULATING AN OPINION

VOICETEXT



2 MIN

“When we talk about ‘forming an opinion’, we mean the neutral form of
‘creating’ one’s own opinion, which is possible, for example, through free
access to relevant information and different perspectives.
On the other hand, there is ‘opinionmanipulation’. This can be defined as the
attempt to influence the opinions of others. This is, simply put, propaganda.”

NOTES

In this section on forming an opinion, you can give participants the names of
various political podcasts: e.g. “The Guardian UK”, “The Weeds” or “The Daily”.
Please refer to the page “Listen and Learn” in the self-study module.
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5 MIN

MANIPULATING OPINIONS

VOICETEXT

“Let’s keep talking about the manipulation of opinions. We have probably all
been victims of this type of manipulation before. But how do people manipulate
opinions? Which methods of manipulation are used?”

NOTES

Show the “Methods of manipulation” page. Select a few of them and explain
them or ask the participants about them. Attention: We are talking about the
manipulation of political opinions. Therefore, we recommend you discuss
appropriate examples in order to increase understanding and awareness about
this.
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5 MIN

HATE SPEECH

PROCEDURE

“The manipulation of opinions is not a specifically ‘digital’ phenomenon. Let’s
look at phenomena that are only possible digitally and that contribute to the
manipulation of opinions, for example, hate speech.”
At the end of this discussion:
“The problem for democratic processes is that hate speech is supposed to
silence dissenters and it actually does this.
Thus, potentially important perspectives for the formation of opinions can be
lost.”

TASK

“Summarize what hate speech means. Have you ever seen people become
victims of hate speech in social media? How did you react?”

POSSIBLE SOLUTION “Hate speech describes the politically motivated dissemination of hateful
statements or messages. Its goal is to silence people. I have personally
experienced people becoming victims of hate speech in social media. I reported
them and their actions to the people responsible.”
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10 MIN

FAKE NEWS

VOICETEXT

“Fake news can also be used to manipulate opinions in a society. But why is
fake news so successful? Because often people continue to believe fake news
even when it has long since been refuted. But why is that? Discuss your
opinions.”

TASK

“Discuss your opinions.”
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10 MIN

FACT CHECK

PROCEDURE

“How can one counteract the spread of fake news? One possibility: using socalled ‘fact checks’.
During a fact check, correctness of statements from for example, social media
are checked on the basis of verifiable and objective sources.”
At the end of the discussion:
“Even if fact checks are limited – for example, because not all assertions can be
checked and it is very time-consuming to trace original sources – there is
another very interesting effect: If people know or suspect that their claims are
being checked, they actually tell fewer lies. And that is something in the fight
against manipulation: the more fact checkers, the less fake news (says the
hypothesis…).

TASK

“In your opinion, what kind of posts, for example in social media, can be
checked for correctness? What effects does this have? How would you begin to
fact check something?”

POSSIBLE SOLUTION “You can only check statements that are made as assertions. Wishes, conspiracy
theories/fears etc. often contain no facts that can be verified. Fact check means:
searching for original sources, whether images or text, and comparing them with
the claim that was made.”
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5 MIN

MEDIA COMPETENCE

VOICETEXT

“We have to learn to deal with social media ourselves instead of calling for laws
and politics to exercise censorship! But this also means: We must understand
what lies behind digital phenomena, from algorithms to filter bubbles. The
modules in #TAKEPART-Stories do just that! Teachtoday is suitable for kids and
their adult caregivers.
Experts believe that media literacy is a key competence for the future – not only
in digital democracy.
And: Media literacy is also the key to using the digital world yourself: this
includes knowing the benefits, exploring new worlds and broadening your
horizons, but also minimizing ‘side effects’, protecting your data, and being able
to recognize methods of manipulation.”
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15 MIN

DEMOCRACY COMPETENCE

NOTES

This exercise deals with debate culture as an important part of forming an
opinion. It is important that different points of view are exchanged – but not with
the aim of making a decision or reaching a consensus. But to recognize: There
are other opinions and they have their justification even if they do not
correspond to mine. So it is not a question of avoiding discussions, but of
listening to other people’s arguments and trying to understand them without
contradicting them, trying to convince them of the contrary or even insulting or
laughing at their opinion.
If you know the group well, you can also use your own questions – the more the
opinions differ, the better.
If the group is large, e.g. over 10 participants, it makes sense to divide it up (in
the same room at two tables that you can supervise) or, if necessary, ask a
second person to support you as a moderator. The rules are very simple. Little
preparation is required!
Recommendation: Do not give all the background information at the beginning,
this increases the effect. If this is not possible or there is no material at hand,
participants can also write “Y” and “N” on the palms of their hands with a
ballpoint pen and hold up the respective hand when asked to.

TASK

Each player receives two colored tokens e.g. from a game – if necessary,
different colored pieces of paper are also possible. However, they must be
recognizable at first sight.
In addition, everyone needs a small piece of paper and a pen in front of them.
You, as the moderator, have one or two small bags (depending on whether you
divide the group up) to collect the colored tokens.

VOICETEXT

Instructions:
“I am going to read a question to you. Please do not ask questions about it or
discuss it!
Once you have heard the question, select ‘YES’ or ‘NO’ spontaneously. If you
answer the question with YES, hold the green token/paper ready, but so that no
16
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one can see it. If you answer the question with NO, do the same – but with the
red token/paper.
Important:
The rest of the group is not allowed to see your answer. Of course, that means
they are also not supposed to see which token or note is left over.
Again: I will ask the question. And you answer for yourself with a YES or a NO.
Then, I will pass the bag around and you should put your answer into it. Green
stands for YES and red for NO. Now look at the rest of the group. How will the
others vote? Please guess how many YES votes there are in the bag and write the
number on the piece of paper in front of you. This can be a maximum of (number
of participants).
Then please wait and don’t reveal how you voted or what you guessed yet.”
(These should be questions or statements that can be answered with ‘yes’ or
‘no’ and that you think are somewhat controversial, but do not actually cause an
argument. You will have time for 3-4 questions).
Read the question/statement aloud. ‘An increasing propotion of women in
management positions has led to a great improvement in gender equality!’
And/Or: ‘Climate change cannot b e stopped. Everything we do now is just a
drop in the ocean.’
And/Or: ‘Public money for culture should be invested in events in big cities
rather than letting each little town put on its own events.’
After every question:
“Please put your token in the bag without the others seeing it!”
After the bag comes back filled with tokens: “Please don’t show or say how you
voted yet. Instead answer the following on the paper in front of you: How many
participants voted YES? In other words: How many YES tokens are in the bag?”
After everyone has written down their guess, empty the bags and announce the
number of tokens.
“X number of YES answers were submitted. Who guessed correctly?”
“Who guessed one more or less?”
“Everyone else guessed wrong.”
“Would anyone like to present their argument as to why they voted YES or NO?
Important rule:
The others listen but are not allowed to comment or get the speaker to change
their vote.” If, for example, a YES argument was heard, please also call for a NO
argument, but pay attention that participation is voluntary.
If time is left: Ask another question or ask the participants, what questions they
17
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think are interesting.
At the end: “Democratic competence also means listening to the opinions of
others and accepting them – even without changing your own opinion. And this
can be a very natural thing.”

Procedure
1. Very short introduction and task definition
2. Ask question #1.
3. Pass around the bag and collect the YES tokens or papers.
4. Each participant guesses how many people answered with YES.
5. The moderator reveals the number of YES answers.
6. Participants who are willing to disclose what they voted briefly say why they
voted yes or no. The rest of the group is not allowed to comment or try to
change the speaker’s mind.
7. At the end of the discussion you must explain: Democracy competence also
means listening to the opinions of others and accepting them – even without
changing your own opinion. And that can be a very natural thing.
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2 MIN

REPORTING

VOICETEXT

“When the rights of others are violated and hate and violence find a platform on
the internet, it is important to take a stand.
Why? Opinions are also transferred to the analog world. Solidarity with victims is
important for a well-functioning society. If, for example, racism becomes ‘socially
acceptable’, then others will also adopt it according to the motto: if it is said out
loud, then it is probably right!
However, civil courage and spontaneity are not present in all circumstances or
situations. It is like an accident. It would be great if everyone could administer
first aid and were brave enough to do so. But even if you can’t help yourself, it is
your civil duty to at least get help.
Here is one way to deal with hate and incitement on the internet: Anyone can
report things they do not like on the internet. And this is not done enough! For
example to the Federal Anti-Discrimination Agency or the actual operators of
social media platforms, such as facebook.
Criminal offences such as incitement to hatred, can of course also be reported at
every police station. There are many possibilities!”
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10 MIN

CONCLUSION

VOICETEXT

“In this workshop you learned that digital democracy is an important part of
democracy and how to counteract opinion manipulation using digital
phenomena such as fact checks and civil courage. Pay attention to the
opportunities for participation in your own life that result from the digitization of
democracy and use your voice wisely.”

TASK

“What have you learned? What was new for you? What did you already know?
What will you tell your friends about what you have learned? Which questions
still need to be answered? What is still unclear to you? Which topics are you
particularly interested in? What topics will you research at home – maybe in the
self-learning module?”
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